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As .L,panese cuiture has 
been referred to a::;; n culture ef frv·ing and cultural patterns in Japan are closely related to the 
use of woud. Recentlv, var:-.;"· !'aw m:.1t,'rialo, hav:· 1eplacu'. vwod in many cases, but wood is ~:I.ill 
widely used and firmly dc·,:1;:r,dcd A;, the tasH' of Japanese peopIE' for wood is pronounced. there is 
a ttndt:ncy for 1 he ran 1:e nf ttm'.lt:r :,,nsidernbh· wide according to the quality of the wood 
even ii' the same /:.1. ilher poi·,1\ ,,bout io;·estry ;n Japan is that the wood qmllity 
has been largely c(H1) t\_J1ed tf~nding l t:c11niques a~; V•lell a~:; other techniques in forestry, 

i.:(• tb.e ;.:J _;:1:1dards on tirnber authorized the T\1inistr:,/ of A.griculture, Forestry, and 

Laboratory I Silviculture Dep;tt"Unc-nr, Fon:'.:.:.try and P"orest Products Research Institute; 
.!'\gric1.1iture, Forestry and Fisherit·s, Kuni.zaki, Inashiki, Iharaki, Japan. 



Fisheries of Japan, the main conditions for obtaining high quaiity timber a~e stipulated as follosNs: 
(1) Fewer and sma Iler knots (especially dead or ff)lkn knots) 
(2) Better colour and luster 
(3) Uniformity and adequate range (less than fimm) of annual rings 
(4) Less disturbance and inclination ni fiber strike 
(zi) Less rot, discolouration, and other particularities 

To satisfy condition 4 and to increase the yield perccntagP of sawing, tapering of the stem 
should be avoided and stems should be round and straight, especially in the case of the production of 
smaller size logs. 

History and present situation of tending techniques in Japan 
In Japan there are many forestry areas known for their own products and techniques, some of 

which are shown in Fig. 1. According to the records, 11 ' the oldest plantations for the production of 
timber in Japan date back to at least the 1600s in many forestry areas. The advanced forestry areas 
have developed and consolidated their tending techniques through years in association with the use 
of timber, Table 1 shows the aims of production and the corresponding tending types in the 
historical forestry areas of Japan. Table 1 was drawn with the view of stressing the historical 
particularities of Japan's forestry. Recently however, there is a tendency for the range in the 
number of planting trees to become smaller in the various areas while the cutting period is 
becoming relatively longer. Also pruning is being more widely performed. The reduction in the 
range of the number of planting trees must have been caused by the decrease in the demand for 
smaller size logs such as scaffoldings or large size and tapering logs such as timber for shipbuilding. 
Therefore the optimum range in the number of planting trees has been fixed in taking into account 
economic and ecological factors. 
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Kitd.\i:!rllJ 
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/ Yoshili\l 
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Fig. l Forestry areas known for characteristic ( tending) technique 
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In this repon, an example of the tending s\·sten·, in i:1," ;~arional Forest and typical tending 
syster;:i in Yoshino area (prii'at (· forests) will he inm,ducecl here (Table :n. Most of the timber 
products in the National Forest are common timber aDd the ,mnagernem is comparatively simple. 
On the other hawl as the prnductio11 in Yoshino aims a1 nigh quality timber, the management is 
intensive. fn Yoshino the number oi plam.ing trees per gin:n surface area and the number of 
thinnings is iar,ser, also pruning i:- com!ncteci more positively ,vhcn compared with that in the 
National Forest The number of weedmgs in Y ,:shino is smaller than that in the National Forest and 
vine cutting is seldom necessary in Yoshino. This tendency must be ascribed to the difference in the 
stand density between both areas. A comparison between the number of planting trees in both 
areas, as illw,trated in Table 2, shows that in Yoshino the number used to be larger (10.000/ha or 

Table l Main tending types and objectives of timber production in Japan 

Stand density Thinning Cutting period Pruning 
Main uses of 

Fores try areas 
J}roduction 

-·~·~-- -~-~ -~· 

Close Frequently conducted Long Conducted Large size high quality Yoshino 
from early stage timber for board and 

other uses 

Frequently conducted Short Frequently Small size polished Kitayama 
from early stage conducted log for pillars 

Conducted Short Conducted Square timber for Nishikawa 
pillars Oome 

Intermediate Conducted Long Conducted Large size high Chizu 
quality timber for 
board and other uses 

Conducted Medium~ Common timber National Forest 
Long 

Sparse Conducted to promote Long Shipbuilding timber Obi 
the growth of 
individual trees 

Seldom conducted or Short Common timber, Tenryu, Hita, 
loosely conducted Telegraph pole timber Oguni, Kitoo 

~-~~--~~---~~---~~-- --------------,------

Comment: This table was made after modifying the table drawn by Sakaguchi. 3 

Table 2 Examples of current tending systems applied in Japan 

Number of 
Vine Salvage Cutting 

Objectives 
Species planted Weeding Pruning of the 

trees per ha 
cutting cutting period 

production 
------~-------

National Cryptomeria 3000~5000 From the Once Once No 40~50 Common 
Forest japonica planted year to or or timber 

5~ 7 years after twice twice 

Chamaec:vparis 3000"4000 From the Once Once Twice 50~55 Common 
obtusa planted year to or or timber 

5~7 years after twice twice 

Yoshino Cryptomeria 6000~8000 From the No Twice Three or 60~70 High 
or mix of planted year to four quality 
Cry, & Cha. 4~5 years after times timber 
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Ftg. 2 Position of man-made forests in plant sm:cesi:ion in the v1amHemperate tone of Japan and 

essential tending techniques for their pnxh1ction and rnaintenanct:; 

Comment: As for plant snc•::e·,sion in man-madf forests in Club:, prefecture, a 1:1odel like, thb one was 

shown by Ooga and Sakurn.8 ) 

management for the production of timber, thi!rning (stand density control) is important for the 
,·ontro1 of the wood quality in a stancL The quan,ity uf wood in a stand can aiso be rnonitored 
s;;111d density control to a certain extent. Pnming is not necessary fo1· the production and main-
tenance of a stand, but v;hen it comes to the production <J! high quality wood. prnning is essertiaL 

In the case of mrthods omitting dear cutting. thinning including selection cutting and pruning 
are essential techniques to prnduce and maintain :1 multi--storied forest In order tn produce and 
maintain a multi-storied forest of Cnptomeria or Chamaee;paris, distribution of sunlight to the lower 
strata by thinning or selection cutting and pruning is absolutely necessary (Table 3). On the other 
hand, weeding and vine cutting techniques which are essential in the clear cutting method are not so 
important when the clear cutting method is omitted. 

The significance of fertilization should be evaluated independently from the techniques 
mentioned above. The principal purpose of fertifaation is to increase or restorr land productivity or 
stem growth. If there is no need to improve !and productivity, fertilization is not essential for either 
clear cutting method or method omitting clear cutting . 

. Among the techniques surveyed above, stand density control (thinning) appears to be the most 
important technique in any case. Pruning is also important for the effective production of high 
quality timber and intensive forest management ·with pruning is one of the most characteristic 
forms of forest management in Japan. These two techniques will be discussed in this report in 
relation of the clear cutting system from a theoretic:,;[ anp;le and as ;m opportunity to present the 
results of studies carried out in Japan. 

Techniques and theoretical considerations 
1. Weeding 

In general, weeding is performed once a year (from the middle of June to the middle of July) 
during 5-8 years after planting, in other words, it is continued until the height of the planted trees 
reaches 1.5 times that of other plants. In the more intensive management, weeding is performed 
twice a year (June and August) during the first three years or so. \<'Veeding is operated by hand with 
a sickle or a brush cutter, and herbicides are used in some areas. Vine cutting and salvage cutting 
follow weeding and are conducted generaliy once or twice (Fig. 2). 

2 Stand density control (Thinning) 
If the stands belong to the same species and are of the same age, if the grounds are in the same 
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condition, and if only the st,~:id den:;ity varie2, su.ch effecrs as indicated in Table 4 have bc·cn 
recognized in connection ,vith the relation betv,·een the gwwth uf tree and stand density. 1 ' 61 ·rr:e 
relationship between stand density and stem configuration is shown in Fig. ::3,"' ,, \vhile the effect of 
the density in relation to the weight of each eomp01wnt CJf trees in ,t s, '.ltid is shown in Fig. l h,. 

When the stand density is considered, one of 1.he most irnpnrt,mt factor,, is the ,~elationship 
be,,veen the growth of ,~ach tree and that of ,1 stand per given ;;n•;1. The theuri,,s of imrnspecific 
competition and stand density cc,ntrol which have been worked out in Japan -, "' will be in· 
traduced here. 
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Table 4 Stand density effects 

-~--·- -
As stand density increases, each factor responds as follows: 

Mean height of dominant trees ............. Moderate decrease 

Mean diameter of stem ......................... Decrease 

Non·tapcring of stem ............................ Increase 

Ratio of clear length ............................ Increase 

Density of annual rings ........................ Increase 

Mean stem volume ............................ ,,. Decrease 

Total stem volume per definite area Increase to a 
certain extent 
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Fig. 3 Relation between stand density control and stem shape in Cryptomeria japonica stand 
(Andoo et al., 1968) 

When the following conditions are satisfied, that is, 1) Conditions for growth are identical 
except for stand density 2) Seeds are sown or seedlings are planted under various stand density, 3) 
The growth of the all stands starts at the same time, the relation between the mean weight (w) and 
the number of the individual trees (Q) after a certain period of time is as follows: 

1/w = A12 + B .......... (1) 
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Fig. 4 Stand density effect in relation to the weight of each component of trees in 
Larix leptolepis stands (Hatiya, l %4) 
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Heri: .. ,he coefficients A and B ilre a f.mction oi time (t). This relation is called Competition-Density 
effect i_C-D rhect), and Equation {}) is called teciprocal equation of the C-D effect As there is a 
t·elation bct-,Vcl'n the weight per definite area (r) and stand density, namely 

V=U'XQ 

Equation (1) becomes 
1/y = A + B/Q ...... (2) 

This relation is called the Yield-Density effect (Y-D effect). and Equation (2) is called the reciprocal 
r~quation of the Y-D effect. The C-D and Y-D effects apply to both herbaceous plants and trees, and 
in the case of trees, they correspond not only to the ,vhole weight but also to the stem weight 
(volmne or even basal area of stern). The C-D and Y-D effects in connection with stern volume of 
Ciyptomeria are shown in Fig. 5. 

LO Cornpetitii..,:n d1:11.'>i1J" t.:ffrc~ 1000 Yield density effect 
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Fig. 5 Stand density effects in connection with stem volume in Cryptomeria japonica stands 
(Figured after Syuu by Andoo, 1962) 
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Fig. 6 Pwces.~ ,,( self-thinning .u:d full densi1y cuiy,, in Pim,s dens(flor,· 
!Hatiya, 1967) 

phenon1enon. of self-·thinning <>ccurs. Con~-:.ecp...1ently, tbt~rc i~.: an upper lirnit in rbt' EurntJer uf trt·",.~·-~-: 
each gn)\Ving stage ()f each species. In a closed :/c~:"tr:.d in \vh:!cL self. is takjng the 
following relation:; are found arnun,; stand \Q,,i, rr:ic·,L: tnc!iv;ch?;i}:< ;,c). and \ '::ld 1wr 
definite area (y). 

u~ = }2Q/·,·, , 

y ~ l?Q ' ' 
l!erei k and a: are the coefficients characteristic c,f each spec1es. ;!'he curve drnv·\·n ~o 
Equation (3) or (,.n is called the full-density cun•e. 6 show:, tlw process of self-thimmig ;}Hd full
density curve according to the grt:,;.·jpg stage in mitunil stancl ,1i f',;1,1·• , :.irv(' 'I: 
self-thinning is expressed by the followiilg cqu;;tion: 

/\'n+If. 
I-Iere, ft, t:, and A', B1 express the stand density a1 a certain tin1e. tht n1enn ::i"tCL1 ,,,:-olunK' :1no 
coefficients corresponding to tht· full-density curH· ,md miticll plan, ing 

The laws on the density effects mentioned above have been ;1,,plic,, tr', :he tendinv ltchniquc in 
forestry. The stand density control diagram was v,;orked out on the basis of rl-ie fundamc·n~al l,nvs on 
density effrc1. Fig. 7 is an example applying to C,yp!o.'!!:Tia. The diaisram can be interpre:.ed a,, 
follows: 

Equivalent mean hdght line: Each lnw which ru•, 0 11·un1 the I, ft lnwer part j;, th<: right 'l!"l['•'· 

part expresses the relation bet wec-11 stand densitv and stem volu;\,e pe,· lrn :iccording to I h,: n,ean 
height of the dominant trees. 



tree number 
vested. 
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the stand density control diagram. In the yield table. mean tree height, 1;,crn :11,~m .. ·,;_,•,·. :;:•,: 1'1 ,rn!)C' 

per ha, and stem volume per ha on each site index can be determined , c, <1.and a1,c 
The way to select the cutting trees in a stand which is an important tec!uuq:je 1,•di b,: ,,q,;t,i ,c· i 

owing to lack of space in the present report. 

3 Pruning 
Pruning effects which have been clarified are summarized in Table 5. These dl<!•.:ts ,:;rn be 

applied to forest managemenL The principal objectfres of pruning are as folle\\''.:: 
1) Production of high quality timber (especially knot-free timber), 2) Contrul c,: the flu,::r~;ation 

in the size of individual trees in a stand, 3) Prevention of the damage by biight snd h.arrni1Jl insects, 
4) Prevention of the damage by snow covering the crown or strong winds (for the trees '" hose 
crowns are asymmetrical), 5) Distribution of sunlight to the lower strata in a srnnd. 

Table 5 Pruning effects 

Stem 
growth 

Height growth 

Diameter growth 

Stem shape 

Number of knots Formation 
of knots Size of a knot Length 

Distribution 
of knots 

Thickness 

Vertical 
direction 

Horizontal 
direction 

Light intensity in the lower strata in a stand 

Crown shape 

Discolouration of stem wood 

.Deviation of the size of individual trees in a 
stand 

Pruning of living 
branches 

Decrease (Smaller in 
comparison with diame
ter growth) 

Decrease 

Non-tapering increase 

No change 

Decrease 

Decrease 

No change 

Decrease 

Increase 

More symmetrical 

Prevents the discolouration 
around a dead knot. 
(Rough operation causes 
opposite effect) 

Decrease or increase 

Pruning (1f dead 
bfanches 

No change 

No change 

No change 

No ,:hange 

Decrease 

No chanre 

No change 

Decrease 

lncrease to a certain extent 

No change 

Prevents or decreases the 
discolouration around a 
dead knot. (Rough 
operation causes op
posite effect) 

No change 

Among them, as the production of high quality timber has been the most important objective, 
the explanation of the pruning technique will be outlined in association with the production of high 
quality timber, in this report. 

By the removal of branches, the range of the horizontal distribution of knots in a stem can be 
controlled and the absence of tapering of a stem becomes enhanced. These procedures are also 
effective for the density effect. Thus the tending system for the production of high quality timber 
usually combines the density control system and pruning system. But only the pruning technique 
enables to control most exactly the horizontal range of the knots. 

The production of knot-free timber involves two types, that is, small-size logs for poles and 



large-size logs for the boards and other uses. 

Production 
of small-size 
logs 

Production 
of large-size 
logs 

Production of 
square boxed 
heart timber 

Production of 
polished 
timber 

Even-aged forest 
whose cutting period 
is relatively short 

Even-aged forest 
whose cutting period 
is relatively long 

Multi-storied forest 

Broken lines on the diagram illustrate harvesting by thinning. 
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The objective of the pruning for the production of square boxed heart timber is the effective 
production of timber whose surface is knot-free. Fig. 8 represents the relation between the size of a 
square timber (v), the diameter of the log within which pruning should be conducted to make the 
surface of the square timher knot-free (x), and the diameter of the log over which sawing can be 
carried out to produce the square timber (z). 10 ) 

When the surface of the square timber whose side measuresycm is required to be knot-free, the 
surface of the stem should be knot-free when the diameter of the stem attains ycm. Thus the stem 
diameter within which pruning should be performed (x) is: 

x<;v-21 
Here, l indicates the length needed for the occlusion of a branch stub. 

\Vhcn the log is bent, the equation becomes: 
x<;y-21- h 

Here, h indicates the length of the bending of a bucked log. 
In Japan, the mos, common size of square timber is 10.5cm x 10.5cm x 3m. The maximum 

length for the occlusion of branch stub is ca. 1cm when pruning is carefully conducted, and 1 or 2cm 
bending for a 3m length is common.") 10 l 4 l Thus it can be said that when aiming at producing square 
boxed heart timber without knots and measuring 10.5cm in side, pruning should be conducted until 
the diameter reaches 7 cm. 
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Fig. 8 Size in relation to pruning and product (Takeuchi et al., 1977) 
y: Length of ooo side in square boxed heart timber without knots 
x: Stem diameter just below the lowest branch at the time of pruning 
z: Minimum stem diameter (z) needed for the production of timber of which the length 

of one side is y z = ,J2· y 
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lJ nder sucli conditions, carefu'. management and tending teclirnqucs are neuJed ,,J and 
maintain healthy man-made forests. H goes \Vithout saying that we should make efforts tD ;rnprovt· 
the tending techniques and establish better and n1ultifarious tending syste;ns to the 
d,~mges in natural conditions. 
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Discussion 
Choob K. (Thailand): Since most of your man-made forests are located on slopes, to avoid 

severe soil erosion and public pressure, how big should be the cutting area you consider to be 
economically feasible in clear felling? What criteria should be considered in allocating the size of the 
plot? 

Answer: The smaller the area and the longer the cutting period, the better from the 
ecological and economic point of view. We prefer to plant seedlings prior to carrying out clear 
cutting. 
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